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The impact of the difference between real-life high intensity data and the data used in previous FIFA titles can be seen in the new EA Trax System, an advanced, fully integrated and customizable engine that is used to create the fast-paced and addictive gameplay. “We’ve never really been able to capture the
drama and intensity of a 90 minute match on a feature console game before, but through the wide use of motion capture technology, we can now track real-life player data to portray a more realistic football environment and dynamics,” said David Rutter, Creative Director on FIFA 22. “It is one thing to play

the game, but when you’re in the moment of winning or losing a match, you feel the intensity of the real thing,” said Geoff Richardson, Studio Head on FIFA 22. “This year we’ve taken that to a whole new level with HyperMotion Technology that we think makes an incredible difference to the overall feel of the
game.” The impact of the new EA Trax Technology can be seen in the new physics engine, brand-new animation pipeline, combined with new AI and improved player intelligence. The new physics engine and dynamic weather system allows gameplay on the pitch to accurately and realistically represent a
complete, high-intensity football match with weather and pitch variables like slush, snow, rain, heat, lightening, wind, atmospheric conditions and temperature changes. FIFA 22 marks the first time that players can act and react to the environment and the weather on the pitch. The engine has been rebuilt

from the ground up to allow the AI to react and adapt to environmental variables like the pitch conditions and the weather. The on-pitch atmosphere has been significantly improved with dynamic weather effects like rain and wind, sprinkles of snow and new lighting features. A variety of unique features have
been added to FIFA 22 with new game modes like Ultimate Team Ultimate Draft, Global Gameplay, Squad Battles and Forge, and more gameplay improvements such as more than twice as many pitch variables, improved attacking options and smarter AI on-pitch behaviour. The player intelligence of AI

teammates has also been significantly improved. The goalkeepers in FIFA 22 are even more intelligent, as they react more realistically in traffic situations and are more able to save shots, cut off passing options and control the run of play. Finally, the new, refined gameplay improvements added in the last few
years will be even more noticeable
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Features Key:

Take on your friends in all-new tournament modes including a Nations Cup, World Cup, Super Friday, Champions League, Club World Cup and more.
Enjoy all-new eSports functionality powered by eSTREAM.
Real-world player motion capture features and HyperMotion Technology make replicating authentic player behaviors easier than ever.
Complete your ultimate team collection and level-up your game with the all-new Ultimate Team packs.
Play as your favorite club in all-new FIFA 22 Player School.

 Build your club into ultimate glory while learning essential soccer skills, attaining achievements and showing off your own style.
Choose your school from the likes of Ajax, Barcelona, Man United, and Juventus and be guided by club professionals that offer tips, tutorials and coaching.
Train your own players, learn new skills and develop your training session to improve your team's performance in FIFA 22.
Share all of your awesome creations with your community and watch the videos of them reach millions of FIFA fans around the world.
Brand new PS3 exclusive: Training Suite, where you can master your game as the pros at the highest level. You can get your hands on a variety of training aids to perfect your finishing techniques, including the all-new In Field Training Aid and a new to-scale pitch.
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FIFA is soccer - the world's favorite sport. EA SPORTS FIFA is the best game to play, experience, follow and enjoy the world's sport. FIFA is more than just a game. It's a lifestyle. Available on a variety of platforms, it is a sports RPG fully integrated with live data and the EA SPORTS Football Club
community. FIFA is where real and unreal mix in a 24/7 world of sports and lifestyle. Celebrate where the world takes you. Play, connect and create with friends and family around the world. FIFA is everything the world of sports is all about. FIFA in your hands. The world's best-selling soccer game is now
in your hands! With EA SPORTS FIFA 22 you can now experience the sport like never before. Earn more than 450 total team and player licenses through FIFA Ultimate Team, compete in 5v5 Online and Offline seasons, earn FIFA Points to upgrade your FIFA Ultimate Team squad and compete in weekly
online and offline games, create and share gameplay highlights, and enjoy dynamic and realistic gameplay enhancements for the first time in the franchise. FIFA 22 gives you the chance to define your own playstyle, choose among more than 30 playable national teams and over 700 professional
teams, and experience a deeper, more action-packed game than ever before. FIFA 22 will take you through the rainbow paths of your favorite club and select your country’s full squad, featuring players that are available only through FIFA Ultimate Team. Best of all, all of the best players have been
updated to real-world squads, creating a more dynamic and realistic game experience.Find out more at FIFA.com. Stay connected with the FIFA Universe. EA SPORTS FIFA 22 offers unparalleled social interactivity with the FIFA Football Club community, the best features of the EA SPORTS Football Club
mobile app for iOS, Android and Windows devices, and the amazing opportunities to build your club from scratch and compete in any mode of the game. An epic FIFA debut. The new FIFA Story mode in FIFA 20 included a game-changing musical halftime performance from Gala, the world’s most famous
superstar DJ. The musical soundtrack of the new FIFA Story mode featured 17 international superstars, including the return of Coldplay and Fifth Harmony, as well as new and exciting guests from the world of music. The FIFA franchise brings the passion of the world's favorite sport to your fingertips
with the best-selling soccer game on consoles bc9d6d6daa
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A new way to play. FIFA Ultimate Team features a thrilling auction and trade market, and includes everything you need to build an unstoppable squad from over 700 of the world’s greatest players. Create your own dream team from a massive roster of over 3,000 players and compete against players
from around the world or perfect your moves in the Skills Trainer. 24/7 LIVE CHAT – Feel the excitement of the FIFA community at any time through 24/7 LIVE CHAT. Share your story, chat about the latest scores and news, and show off your talented moves via one of the many user-generated content
features. Complete knockout matches – Kick off matches in style with the improved presentation and dynamic lighting system that helps bring your matches to life. MULTIPLAYER CAMPAIGNS – Take the battle online and compete against your rivals, or get involved in the best modes including FIFA
Ultimate Team, Creative Assembly’s all-new FIFA Leagues where you’ll explore the world of FIFA, FIFA Leagues, and create new venues around the globe. COOP – Cooperative Play – Bring your friends and challenge them to become the best of the best. Save-Assist Technology – A new ball-saving system
that helps prevent players from fouls at crucial moments, and assists the goalkeeper more often than ever before. Awards • FIFA THE BEST FIFA AWARDS 2017 FIFA PLAYER OF THE YEAR AWARD Am I a robot? Download now! PS Vita system The official game of the FIFA World Cup™ in Russia™. Come
live the feverish atmosphere of the greatest global event! Invite your friends and beat them to glory! FIFA World Cup is the latest and last football video game developed by EA Canada, one of the largest and most established video game companies. Download now! PS Vita system The official game of
the FIFA World Cup™ in Russia™. Come live the feverish atmosphere of the greatest global event! Invite your friends and beat them to glory! FIFA World Cup is the latest and last football video game developed by EA Canada, one of the largest and most established video game companies. The best
football experience! A new generation of football gaming Free-kick mode There are all the power of Fifa's Pro Mode, featuring: Pass, Box-to-Box, Set-piece, Foul, Win & Draw,

What's new:

Your moves, your mood – FIFA is always changing and evolving. Now you’ll be able to see your game stats from the outside in with the ESPN The Game Network Inside You feature, which
gives you a deeper look into your performance and personal stats. We’ve reworked the ESPN Player Obsession Score and located it easier to read in the HUD, giving a real-time look into
how you’re being perceived by fans on EPN’s global social media channels. And a new toggle in the HUD will make match results easier to digest.
Take control of what’s your idea. Our new Create a Pitch feature helps you immediately start building and crafting your own stadium. Want to create an all-new pitch in a new location?
Select a brand new country and FIFA will help you build a stadium in a new location from the ground up. The new Create a Stadium screen lets you go through all the big and little details
of your new stadium, including announcing your new team during opening ceremonies.
More ways to play…and win. Constantly evolving to deliver the deepest, most immersive football playing experience, FIFA 22 introduces new multiplayer features and modes, including
new offline career modes, all-new Online Seasons, global and online tournament modes, new Matchday experience, favorites and more.
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Get a first-hand look at the new game features and technology powering Electronic Arts' FIFA, the world's most popular, authentic soccer video game. You'll also be guided through an
exclusive workout from star U.S. Women's National Team midfielder Crystal Dunn. Learn how Dunn got into the game as she takes you through the dedicated fitness program she uses to keep
strong and fit. Follow Dunn's run as she shows you the new moves and technologies that make FIFA the game it is today. Why create a dedicated fitness program? Speaking to EA Sports,
Dunn, a three-time FIFA Women's World Cup champion and U.S. Women's National Team captain, shares the importance of finding the balance between fun and fitness: "I'd like to show you
because you have to have the fitness to be able to play that position.... You have to love it and you have to play it. So I want to play for 10 years and do well in it. If I want to stay the next 10
years and play in it, I have to play it when I'm at my prime. And the more I enjoy it, the better I'll get." The player's motto? “Love it and Play It” Aside from helping players like Crystal stay fit,
Dunn also wants to encourage women to play the sport and make it a part of their daily lives. "A lot of people don't want to play because they're worried about getting hurt, and all they want
is like a casual game. But it's the opposite. You have to have the fitness.... You have to love it, so when you play football, you look forward to the game." What's behind the new FIFA’s Fitness
program? Look no further than FIFA's core gameplay improvements and the new Fitness program, which introduces new ways to train players, improve their fitness and stay in shape. The
feature will play a critical role in FIFA’s new Training Mode, which gives players the tools needed to master their technique and improve their reflexes. FIFA is not only the world's most
popular soccer video game, it's also a great sports simulator that offers a wide variety of new ways to play, including new Team Comps, an all-new Matchday and franchise mode that gives
players more control than ever over their clubs and squads. How will the new Fitness program play a
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 / Windows 7 / Windows 8 / Windows 10 CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo 3.4 GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Hard Drive: 50 GB available space Recommended: OS: Windows 7 /
Windows 8 / Windows 10 CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo 3.5 GHz Playing Xbox One with a TV The Xbox One supports HDMI-in, so if you use your Xbox One
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